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User friendly, low risk 
system used to help ensure 
safety of one manned shifts.
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Innovative health and safety tool that allows 
you to stay on top of your hazards and meet 
your compliance standards with ease.

Keep up to date with compliance 
checks throughout your building 
with reporting by exception.
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Build your own customisable 
questionnaires with score ratings 
and quickly conduct audits.
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On-site guests made easy. Invite 
visitors with personalised email 
invitations, automatically notify 
their hosts upon arrival, with full 
historical data reporting.
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Show your window 
cleaners have attended 
and cleaned all windows. 
Track upcoming and 
overdue cleans.
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Notify tenants and 
sta� of evacuations 
and alerts at the 
touch of a button.
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Patrolling and compliance check app 
that does not require a 
wifi or network connection 
including custom built 
questions.
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Allow tenants to provide 
invaluable feedback quickly at 
the touch of a tag.

Paperless loading bay 
management service.
Manage your bays, drivers 
and deliveries past and 
present. Run reports,
analyse trends and track 
carbon emissions.
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Schedule internal and contractor 
checks easily, with no fuss.
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Secure trusted ID cards that cannot 
be copied or cloned provides 
authenticated proof of identification.
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Customisable digital occurrence book 
making sure all events big or small are 
recorded. With heat mappingand
historical data analysis.
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Simply and e�ciently time 
stamps employees arrival, 
departure and time attended 
on site.
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Check bikes and other assets in 
and out of your premise at long 
range, when they arrive or depart.
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Flexible Postroom 
service that helps 
track all inbound 
and outbound mail 
with ease while
maintaining full
chain of custody.

All training and documentation 
for contractors, employees
and tenants managed in
your e-learning platform.
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Check in and out for all assets 
including automatic text and 
email reminders.
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Trusted date and time stamped patrolling 
service with built in geo location, that
cannot be copied. Ensure your property
is being safe guarded, in real time.


